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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on few-shot aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) and try to solve it with in-context
learning (ICL) paradigm. However, the effectiveness of ICL is highly affected by retrieved in-context examples.
Previous works generally leverage the semantic similarity between the candidate examples and test input to
retrieve examples. However, they may yield sub-optimal results for this task. This is because considering only
the overall semantic perspective may leave some useful examples, which have syntactic structural relevance
to the test input or share identical sentiments and similar aspects to one unretrievable. To address this short-
coming, we advocate retrieving in-context examples for few-shot ABSA by simultaneously considering three
perspectives, overall semantics, syntactic structure relevance, and aspect-sentiment semantics. To achieve this,
we construct positive and negative pairs from these three perspectives and train the demonstration retriever
using contrastive learning. Experimental results on four ABSA datasets show that our retrieval framework can
significantly outperform baselines across the board. Moreover, to understand factors influencing ICL performance
on few-shot ABSA, we conduct extensive analysis in various scenarios, which can inspire and advance future research.

Keywords: Few-shot Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis, In-Context Learning, Large Language Models

1. Introduction

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) aims to
identify sentiment polarities of aspects mentioned
in reviews. Generally, ABSA involves two founda-
tional subtasks, aspect extraction (AE) and aspect
sentiment classification (ASC). For example, given
a review “Food is good, but service is dreadful.”,
AE aims to detect two aspects “food” and “service”,
and ASC predicts their corresponding sentiment
polarities as positive and negative, respectively.

Recent studies (Xu et al., 2018; Xue and Li, 2018;
Li et al., 2019a) proposed deep neural models to
tackle ABSA. These models can achieve satisfac-
tory results by exploiting extensive labeled data to
optimize parameters. With the advent of pre-trained
language models (PLMs) such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), the performance of these ABSA mod-
els is further considerably improved (Li et al., 2019b;
Mao et al., 2021). When armed with PLMs, thou-
sands of fine-grained annotations are still required
for fine-tuning task-specific parameters to reach
state-of-the-art performance on ABSA (Xu et al.,
2019). If this condition is not met, these ABSA mod-
els will perform poorly. For example, our probing
experiments on the Laptop dataset (Pontiki et al.,
2014) show that BERT only attains a 13.8% F1
score while having 100 labeled reviews. However,

♮ Equal contribution.
* Corresponding author.

in real-world scenarios such as e-commerce, man-
ually labeling sufficient review data for each product
or domain can be expensive and time-consuming.
Thus, we focus on few-shot ABSA in this work,
which aims at handling ABSA with only a small
number of labeled data.

Large language models (LLMs) (Brown et al.,
2020; Touvron et al., 2023) have shown an impres-
sive few-shot ability on several NLP tasks. To ex-
pect LLMs to perform better on few-shot tasks, in-
context learning (ICL) (Dong et al., 2022) paradigm
is becoming a flourishing research direction. This
paradigm can generate a prediction of the test input
by conditioning on few-shot input-output examples
(also known as in-context examples or demonstra-
tions), without requiring any updates to parameters.
Previous studies (Liu et al., 2022; Min et al., 2022)
found that LLMs are highly sensitive to the choice
of in-context examples. One typical strategy for
retrieving helpful in-context examples is to leverage
the overall semantic similarity between the candi-
date examples and test input.

Given a test input “The coffee aroma here is un-
pleasant.", this strategy will retrieve the first and
second examples in Table 1 as in-context examples
because of the overall semantic relevance (“cafe"
and “coffee"). However, these two retrieved exam-
ples may not enable LLMs to handle ABSA ade-
quately. This is because other valuable examples
having similar syntactic structural organization or
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Candidate Examples POS Sequence Label
(1) The ambiance at the cafe is refreshing. DT NN IN DT NN VBZ JJ . (ambiance, positive)
(2) The coffee here tastes like any other. DT NN RB VBZ IN DT JJ . (coffee, neutral)
(3) The staff here seems disinterested. DT NN RB VBZ JJ . (staff, negative)
(4) I wasn’t impressed by the beverage. PRP VBD RB VBN IN DT NN . (beverage, negative)
....... ....... .......

Table 1: Some candidate examples. The first and second elements in parentheses are the aspect and
corresponding sentiment polarity, respectively.

aspect-sentiment clues are lacking. In other words,
for ABSA, retrieving demonstrations requires con-
sidering syntactic structure relevance and aspect-
sentiment semantics rather than only overall se-
mantics. Here, the syntactic structure relevance
can be exploited to find examples with similar syn-
tactic patterns to the test input, which is important
for identifying aspect-sentiment pairs. For exam-
ple, this relevance can retrieve the third example
as its POS sequence is similar to that of the test
input (“DT NN RB VBZ JJ ."1 similar to “DT NN NN
RB VBZ JJ ."). This example is informative for ex-
tracting aspect “coffee" and recognizing its modifier
“unpleasant" in the test input due to similar syntactic
structures. The aspect-sentiment semantics can
help retrieve examples with identical sentiments
and similar aspects, thus providing strong clues for
understanding the fine-grained sentiment of the test
input. For example, if considering this point, the
fourth example will be retrieved due to its seman-
tics (“coffee" similar to “beverage") and sentiment
(“unpleasant" similar to “negative"). This example
contributes to comprehending the negative senti-
ment of “coffee" in the test input. In a nutshell, in
the ABSA task, the retrieval of in-context examples
should also consider syntactic structure relevance
and aspect-sentiment semantics rather than only
overall semantics to provide more effective and
valuable guidance to ICL.

Inspired by this, we retrieve useful in-context ex-
amples for few-shot ABSA by simultaneously con-
sidering three perspectives: overall semantics, syn-
tactic structure relevance, and aspect-sentiment
semantics. To this end, we construct positive and
negative pairs from these three perspectives and
train the demonstration retriever via contrastive
learning (Chen et al., 2020). Specifically, given
a set of candidate examples, (1) for each exam-
ple, we treat its augmented version as the positive
sample and those of other examples as negative
samples. In this way, the retriever can yield com-
prehensive feature representations and distinguish
each example in terms of overall semantics. (2)
We take the POS sequence of each example (de-
rived from the syntactic structure) as the positive
sample and those of other examples as negative

1 We see that the lexeme NN corresponds to aspect, while
the lexeme JJ refers to modifier.

samples. By this, syntactic structure relevance is
modeled which can be used to find in-context exam-
ples with similar aspect-sentiment organization to
the test input. (3) for each example, we consider its
aspect-sentiment semantics as the positive sample
and those of other examples as negative samples.
Based on this, the retriever pays more attention
to aspects and sentiments, which hope to retrieve
examples with the same sentiment and similar as-
pects, thus providing inference clues for the test in-
put. These constructed positive and negative pairs
enable the retriever to compare and rank candi-
date examples in terms of overall content, syntactic
structure, and aspect-sentiment semantics. As a
result, the probability of retrieving examples that
are highly relevant and valuable to the test input will
be increased. Subsequently, we select the top-k
examples as in-context examples and feed them to
LLMs for guiding inference of the test input.

We summarize our contribution as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first

to study the retrieval of in-context examples for
application in few-shot ABSA. To make these
examples more effective, we consider overall
semantics, syntactic structure relevance, and
aspect-sentiment semantics to retrieve them.

• We conduct evaluation experiments on four
ABSA datasets. The results show that our re-
trieval framework2 brings significant improve-
ments over other peers.

• To analyze the factors affecting the perfor-
mance when solving few-shot ABSA with ICL,
we conduct more discussions on in-context ex-
amples, which can shed light on future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
ABSA is the task of identifying aspects and associ-
ated sentiment polarities in review texts. It involves
two fundamental subtasks (i.e., AE and ASC). Ear-
lier works on ABSA focused on combining word
embeddings and neural network models (Xu et al.,

2 The code and data are available through the fol-
lowing repository https://github.com/qlwang25/
multi-perspectives_example_retrieval.

https://github.com/qlwang25/multi-perspectives_example_retrieval
https://github.com/qlwang25/multi-perspectives_example_retrieval
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Figure 1: Overview of our proposed framework.

2018; Xue and Li, 2018). With the advent of PLMs
(Devlin et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2020), several
models are proposed for ABSA using PLMs as
the feature extractor (Li et al., 2019b; Wang et al.,
2020; He et al., 2022). Although commendable ef-
forts have been devoted to improving performance,
these neural models often require a large amount of
fine-grained “aspect-sentiment” annotated data on
each domain, which is laborious. To alleviate this
problem, a few studies (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2023c) attempted to address ABSA in
the few-shot setting. Despite their progress, they
generally use extensive domain-specific unlabeled
data (e.g.,100k) to continue post-training to bridge
the domain gap. It may be a limitation because
(1) for new domains, there is a lack of substantial
unannotated data available, and (2) data privacy
concerns may restrict acquisition. Besides, they
excessively tailor themselves to the limited training
data, hindering their generalization to unseen data.
Unlike them, in this paper, we use the ICL paradigm
to tackle few-shot ABSA, which can alleviate these
shortcomings and yield better results.

2.2. In-Context Learning

ICL (Brown et al., 2020) is an emerging learn-
ing paradigm, which allows LLMs to perform sev-
eral downstream tasks with few-shot examples
without updating the model parameters. The ex-
isting works on ICL can be broadly divided into
two streams. The first stream focuses on under-
standing the underlying mechanisms and princi-
ples of this paradigm (Xie et al., 2021; Min et al.,
2022; Garg et al., 2022). For instance, Wang et al.
(2023a) investigated the working mechanism of
ICL through an information flow lens. The second
stream explores different strategies for selecting
and formatting in-context examples for LLMs. The
supporting point behind this type of work is that

the performance of ICL strongly relies on the exam-
ple surface, including example selection (Gonen
et al., 2022; Rubin et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022;
Agrawal et al., 2023), example ordering (Liu et al.,
2022), example formatting (Honovich et al., 2023;
Wang et al., 2023b), and so on. Among them, ex-
ample selection (a.k.a., demonstration retrieval)
has sparked considerable interest and produced
some representative literature. For example, Liu
et al. (2022) used a KNN-based method to retrieve
similar demonstrations to the test input. Our work
proposes to consider multi-perspectives to retrieve
high-quality in-context examples for few-shot ABSA
and thus falls into the second stream.

3. Our Method

3.1. Problem Definition

Given a candidate pool P = {(xi, yi)}Ki=1 of input-
output examples, where x is a review text, y is
the corresponding label tuple, and K is a rela-
tively small size (e.g., 100), our goal is to train
a demonstration retriever R. For each test input
xtest, it can retrieve k-shot in-context examples
Demo = {(xj , yj)}kj=1 from P . Based on the test
input and in-context examples, a frozen language
model predicts an output y′test.

Thus, the primary objective of this retriever is to
retrieve k representative in-context examples from
P such that the predicted output y′test is as close
as possible to the ground-truth output ytest.

3.2. Overview
Figure 1 depicts the proposed framework that com-
prises two stages. Stage 1: We construct positive
and negative sample pairs from three perspectives
to train the demonstration retriever via contrastive
learning. Stage 2: For each test input, the trained
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retriever is exploited to retrieve k-shot valuable in-
context examples from the candidate pool. These
retrieved examples along with task instructions and
test input are fed to LLM for inference.

3.3. Demonstration Retriever Training
Provided with a candidate pool P and test input, the
demonstration retriever aims to retrieve k-shot rel-
evant examples from P to help LLM decode the
target output. Regrettably, previous works (Liu
et al., 2022; Min et al., 2022) are concerned more
with the relevance of the overall semantics and
not as much with syntactic structure relevance and
aspect-sentiment semantics. They may lead to low-
quality demonstrations retrieved and sub-optimal
results because ABSA depends heavily on syn-
tax and sentiment knowledge (Wang et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2022). Thus, we consider that providing
demonstrations with similar syntactic structures or
aspect-sentiment semantics can provide more obvi-
ous hints to infer aspects and sentiments in the test
input. In this work, we focus on learning a demon-
stration retriever via contrastive learning, which con-
siders three perspectives (overall semantics, syn-
tactic structure relevance, and aspect-sentiment
semantics) simultaneously to retrieve representa-
tive in-context examples for few-shot ABSA.

Contrastive learning aims to make the retriever
learn representations by distinguishing between
similar and dissimilar samples. It will pull similar (or
positive) pairs closer in a feature space and push
dissimilar (or negative) pairs farther apart. Sup-
posed a set of paired samples D = {(xi, x

+
i )}i=1,

where xi and x+
i are positive pairs, we take the

cross-entropy objective with in-batch negatives
(Chen et al., 2017). Hence, the training objective
for (xi, x

+
i ) in a mini-batch of N pairs is defined as

follows:

ℓ(xi,x
+
i
) = −log

esim(xi,x
+
i
)/τ∑N

j=1 e
sim(xi,x

+
j
)/τ

(1)

where τ is a temperature hyper-parameter and
sim(·, ·) denotes cosine similarity function3. Based
on this, we construct positive and negative pairs
from three perspectives so that the demonstration
retriever can perceive overall semantics, syntactic
structure relevance, and aspect-sentiment seman-
tics of examples.

Overall Semantics. A fundamental condition for
the retriever to be effective is to understand each
sample and distinguish which texts are similar and

3 Calculating similarity requires obtaining contextualized
embedding for each sample xi using BERT. We omit the
symbol BERT in this function for simplicity.

which are different. This is because retrieving ex-
amples that are semantically similar to the test input
may be helpful. For this purpose, we view each
sample and its augmented version as a positive
pair, and the augmented versions of other samples
as negative pairs.4 The motivation behind this is
that a text and its corresponding augmented one
tend to have consistent context semantics. Here,
we consider the encoded output of the sample as
overall semantics (i.e., contextualized embedding
corresponding to the [CLS] token) and execute an
additional different dropout operation to obtain an
augmented version (Chen et al., 2020). Specifically,
a sample is fed into BERT twice with dropout (which
can randomly set the output of some neurons to
zero) to obtain original and augmented contextual-
ized embeddings, respectively.

Syntactic Structure Relevance. When applying
ICL to ABSA, retrieving in-context examples based
on overall semantic similarity alone may be sub-
optimal. This is because solving ABSA also re-
quires reference examples with similar syntactic
patterns to the test input, which help to recognize
aspect-sentiment label tuples (Dai et al., 2021; Oh
et al., 2021). Linguistically speaking, similar syntac-
tic patterns usually imply similar ways of organizing
content. For instance, a noun phrase may be an
aspect while an adjective or verb associated with it
may be sentiment modification. Thus, such exam-
ples could guide the reasoning process of LLMs,
just as analogical reasoning does (Yasunaga et al.,
2023).

Here, we use the POS sequence of text to stand
for its syntactic structure.5 To model syntactic struc-
tural relevance, we treat each sample and its POS
sequence as positive pairs, while other POS se-
quences from other samples are treated as nega-
tive pairs. As a result, by comparing the test input
with the POS sequence of each candidate exam-
ple, the retriever can find examples with similar
syntactic patterns. These examples may be highly
correlated with the test input in terms of organiza-
tional aspects and sentiment, thus facilitating LLM
to extract aspects and determine their sentiments.

Aspect-Sentiment Semantics. In addition to
overall semantic and syntactic structural relevance,
the retriever should retrieve examples from the can-
didate pool that share the same sentiment and sim-
ilar aspects as the test input. Such examples would
provide better clues in ICL for completing ABSA,
especially the ASC subtask. Based on this line
of thought, we define aspect-sentiment semantics,

4 Here, "augmented version" refers to a transform or data
augmentation of the original sample.

5 We use NLTK to obtain the POS sequence.
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which aims to highlight the aspects and the associ-
ated sentiment in the review.6

To derive aspect-sentiment semantics, we con-
vert the label tuple to text with a template, “In this
sentence, the aspect aspect is sentiment”, where
aspect and sentiment are the first and second ele-
ments of the aspect-sentiment tuple, respectively.
If more than one tuple exists, it is appended. To
make the retriever pay more attention to aspects
and sentiment descriptions and enhance relevance
retrieval, we push each sample and its aspect-
sentiment semantics closer together and pull those
of other samples further away. In this way, the re-
triever could find more relevant examples by com-
paring aspect-sentiment semantics. They tend to
have similar aspects and the same sentiments as
the test input, which offers clear hints to reasoning.

Loss Function. Based on the constructed posi-
tive and negative pairs from the three perspectives
described above, we optimize the retriever using
the following loss:

L =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ℓ(xi,x
OS+
i

) + ℓ(xi,x
SR+
i

) + ℓ(xi,x
AS+
i

) (2)

where N is mini-batch size; ℓ(·,·) refers to Eq. 1;
xOS+
i , xSR+

i , and xAS+
i are positive samples cor-

responding to xi constructed from overall seman-
tics, syntactic structure relevance, and aspect-
sentiment semantics perspectives, respectively.
Thus, a mini-batch has N ∗ 3 positive pairs and
N ∗ (N − 1) ∗ 3 negative pairs for training. This
contrastive loss will enable the comparison of can-
didate examples from three perspectives, thereby
increasing the probability of retrieving examples
that are highly potentially relevant to the test input.

3.4. Inference
After training the demonstration retriever, it can re-
trieve examples that satisfy the following conditions:
semantically similar to the test input, syntactically
structure related to one, potentially have similar as-
pects and identical sentiment as the test input. In
this case, we can select representative in-context
examples judiciously for inference. To facilitate in-
ference, we exploit a prompt for test input, which
consists of the following components:

Task Instructions. Providing language mod-
els with natural language descriptions of the task
can improve ICL significantly (Radford et al., 2019).
Hence, as shown in the right half of Figure 1, we
provide a human-written sentence as a succinct
description of ABSA to improve inference.

6 The overall semantics tends to provide broader contex-
tual information for text, while aspect-sentiment seman-
tics focuses on the specific aspect and sentiment.

Lap14 Rest14 Books Clothing

Train #s 1,323 1,848 1,511 1,144
#t 2,079 3,336 1,972 1,409

Dev #s 150 150 211 159
#t 249 272 275 198

Test #s 417 604 421 318
#t 638 1,119 563 376

Table 2: Statistics for ABSA datasets. #s and #t
denote the number of samples and the number of
aspect-sentiment tuples, respectively.

Demonstrations. Given a test input xtest, we
first compare it with overall semantics, POS se-
quences, and aspect-sentiment semantics of all
candidate examples in cosine similarity in turn, and
then perform a final ranking based on the sum of
three rankings, and finally retrieve the top-k exam-
ples as in-context examples Demo. In Demo, we
organize the input order of the examples in turn
according to the ranking. Besides, as shown in
Figure 1, each example is wrapped in a uniform
format “Review: text Label: tuple list”. Such wrap-
ping regulates the output format of the test input as
LLMs will (very likely) generate outputs that mimic
the format of demonstrations.

Test Input. The test review is also wrapped in
this format, leaving the label portion blank because
we expect LLM to generate an output sequence
according to the defined format. This wrapped test
is fed into LLM along with the first two components:

y′test ← LLM([TI,Demo, xtest]) (3)

here, TI and Demo refer to task instructions and in-
context examples, respectively. In this case, LLMs
could achieve remarkable performance rivaling pre-
vious supervised methods even with only a limited
number of demonstrations. Finally, we obtain the
content generated by LLM, eliminate redundant
outputs, and acquire valid aspect-sentiment pairs.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Settings
Datasets. To evaluate the proposed framework,
we conduct experiments on four ABSA datasets.
Lap14 and Rest14 are constructed based on the
original SemEval 2014 Challenges (Pontiki et al.,
2014). Books and Clothing are relabeled based
on their 5-core version by Cai et al. (2023).7 Each
sample in four datasets contains a review with one
or multiple aspect-sentiment tuples. The statistics

7 The initial set of sentiment labels is [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], where
1, 3, and 5 indicate the most negative, neutral, and the
most positive, respectively.
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Lap14 Rest14 Books Clothing
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

FT-ALL 58.37 62.95 60.57 69.82 75.65 72.62 58.67 63.89 61.17 68.66 75.94 72.12
FT-CP 13.95 13.75 13.85 35.87 38.06 36.84 39.65 29.19 33.64 46.83 48.13 47.47
2-shot in-context examples
Random 38.88 34.01 36.28 52.21 44.23 47.89 24.02 20.78 22.28 30.61 28.98 29.78
BM25 44.76 40.17 42.33 55.58 52.45 53.97 30.54 27.88 29.15 36.68 35.90 36.29
BERT-PT 42.78 38.55 40.56 51.76 51.02 51.39 25.92 22.38 24.02 36.61 34.57 35.56
Instructor 42.33 38.08 40.09 54.95 54.06 54.50 30.58 27.70 29.07 35.93 34.21 35.10
EPR 40.58 34.79 37.46 55.71 50.13 52.77 26.73 23.26 24.88 33.87 32.97 33.42
UDR 40.12 38.01 39.03 55.81 52.37 53.51 28.98 25.61 27.19 34.88 34.21 34.54
Ours 46.44 43.52 44.93 58.96 56.12 57.50 38.86 35.34 37.02 43.75 42.81 43.28
4-shot in-context examples
Random 49.06 41.06 44.70 60.02 50.84 55.05 33.76 27.88 30.54 37.86 34.04 35.85
BM25 51.18 45.29 48.19 62.45 58.71 60.52 36.80 33.92 35.30 52.99 49.46 51.16
BERT-PT 44.75 43.26 45.39 58.78 57.10 57.93 34.18 28.59 31.14 41.66 39.89 40.76
Instructor 50.88 45.14 47.84 59.15 57.46 58.29 38.69 33.74 36.05 49.70 45.47 47.50
EPR 50.38 41.22 45.34 60.20 53.52 56.66 33.67 28.95 31.13 48.22 43.35 45.65
UDR 49.68 44.41 46.88 58.34 56.25 57.27 35.90 31.16 33.36 49.01 44.83 46.82
Ours 51.98 49.21 50.56 63.93 61.30 62.59 47.41 42.27 44.69 56.69 52.92 54.74

Table 3: Main results (%). FT-ALL is only used as a reference for the upper limit with no comparability to
other methods. The best score across all methods is highlighted, and the second-best one is underlined.

of datasets are summarized in Table 2.8 Here, to
simulate a low-resource scenario and for simplicity,
we use the first 100 samples from the training set
as a candidate pool from which in-context examples
are selected.

Implementation Details. For the demonstration
retriever, we utilize BERT-base-uncased9 (Devlin
et al., 2019) to initialize and AdamW to optimize its
parameters. The epoch, batch size, learning rate,
dropout rate, and temperature are set to 40, 32,
3e-5, 0.1, and 0.5, respectively. After obtaining the
candidate pool, we train the retriever with three ran-
dom seeds and select the best-trained one based
on the performance of the development set. For
ICL, unless otherwise specified, we retrieve the top-
4 candidates as in-context examples for each test
input and use LLaMA-13B10 (Touvron et al., 2023)
as the default LLM for inference. The evaluation
metrics are precision (P), recall (R), and F1 based
on the exact match of the aspect and its sentiment
polarity.

4.2. Baselines
Random randomly select examples from the can-
didate pool as demonstrations. BM25 (Robertson
and Zaragoza, 2009), a classical sparse retriever,

8 We remove samples with conflict polarity or without ex-
plicit aspects.

9 https://huggingface.co/google-bert/
bert-base-uncased

10 https://huggingface.co/huggyllama/
llama-13b

ranks candidate examples based on the test input
terms appearing in each candidate. BERT-PT (Xu
et al., 2019) uses post-training methods to fine-
tune BERT to enhance the performance of retriev-
ing examples. Instructor (Su et al., 2022) is a
competitive text embedding model where each text
input and an instruction explaining the use case
are embedded into a vector. EPR (Rubin et al.,
2022) exploits feedback from LLMs to distinguish
between positive and negative samples and trains
the demonstration retriever. UDR (Li et al., 2023)
is a demonstration retrieval model trained on many
tasks where training signals are cast into a unified
ranking formulation.

In addition, we fine-tune BERT to offer super-
vised performance under different data settings,
i.e., FT-ALL and FT-CP. Here, ALL and CP refer
to all training data and candidate pool examples,
respectively.

4.3. Main Results
We compare our framework with previous methods
and report the results in Table 3. From this table,
we have the following observations:

(1) Our framework outperforms all competitive
methods and achieves substantial improvements
on the four datasets. For example, in the 2-shot
setting, compared to EPR, our framework obtains
7.47%, 4.73%, 12.14%, and 9.86% improvement of
F1 scores on the four datasets, respectively. This
suggests that when applying ICL to solving ABSA,
considering three perspectives in this paper to re-
trieve in-context examples is effective.

https://huggingface.co/google-bert/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/google-bert/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/huggyllama/llama-13b
https://huggingface.co/huggyllama/llama-13b
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Lap14 Rest14 Books Clothing
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

FT-CP 13.95 13.75 13.85 35.87 38.06 36.84 39.65 29.19 33.64 46.83 48.13 47.47
few-shot ABSA solutions
FSGPT 26.57 30.22 28.27 39.87 42.90 41.34 42.72 32.20 36.72 47.92 49.06 48.48
FSABSA 29.33 34.54 31.77 48.17 48.62 48.39 41.23 41.08 41.15 49.30 50.45 49.86
data augmentation solutions
ADD 27.31 32.97 29.87 42.15 49.21 45.42 37.21 37.70 37.45 51.44 54.05 53.72
DELETE 28.57 34.22 31.14 42.81 49.21 45.80 40.14 40.22 40.18 47.79 54.86 51.11
SWAP 29.50 34.22 31.69 43.19 50.29 46.48 40.95 40.48 40.71 49.64 53.52 51.51
Ours 51.98 49.21 50.56 63.93 61.30 62.59 47.41 42.27 44.69 56.69 52.92 54.74

Table 4: Comparison (%) of our framework with some low-resource solutions. Augmentation operations
only involve modifications to the context token of aspects in the review text. SWAP: randomly swap two
tokens; ADD: randomly insert some sampled tokens; DELETE: randomly remove some tokens; FSABSA
requires large amounts of unlabeled data.

Rest14 Clothing
P R F1 P R F1

Ours 63.93 61.30 62.59 56.69 52.92 54.74
w/o OS 61.93 58.89 60.37 55.83 51.83 53.75
w/o SR 63.44 59.24 61.27 57.01 52.15 54.48
w/o AS 62.48 58.80 60.58 55.61 52.21 53.86
w/o TI 59.37 59.42 59.40 49.07 49.46 49.27

Table 5: Ablation study (%).

(2) Among methods, Random has the worst re-
sults. This reflects the necessity to retrieve high-
quality relevant demonstrations for each test input.
We also notice that BM25 is a simple yet compet-
itive baseline. The potential reason is that BM25
may retrieve examples that have identical aspects
(e.g., “coffee") with the test input.

(3) Among datasets, all methods (except FT)
yield the best results on the Rest14 dataset and the
worst ones on the Books dataset. This is because,
most aspects in the Rest14 are easily extractable
food names and have clear sentiment expressions,
while aspects in the Books are expressed in a vari-
ety of ways (e.g., “way" and “intro").

(4) Although ICL-based methods lag behind re-
sults supervised on the full dataset (see FT-ALL),
they are generally far superior to results super-
vised in equivalent resource scenarios (see FT-CP).
For instance, compared to FT-CP, our framework
gains nearly 31% improvements in F1 scores on
the Lap14 when only using 2-shot examples. This
reveals that utilizing ICL to address few-shot ABSA
is a simple and effective approach.

4.4. Ablation Study
Here, we conduct an ablation study to evaluate the
effect of each perspective on the performance. To
this end, we discard overall semantics (w/o OS),
syntactic structure relevance (w/o SR), and aspect-
sentiment semantics (w/o AS) in turn. The ablation

results are reported in Table 5. We can observe
that removing any of the three perspectives gener-
ally causes performance degradation, which indi-
cates that each helps retrieve high-quality demon-
strations. Among these, the syntactic structure
relevance has the most moderate effect on perfor-
mance. This is within our expectation since how to
encode syntactic structures needs to be deeply
explored rather than roughly encoding POS se-
quences. Another interesting observation is that
task instructions are more important for perfor-
mance improvement (see w/o TI). This indicates
that the simplest way of unleashing LLM power is
to describe tasks to it.

4.5. Comparison with Other Solutions
To further show the effectiveness of the proposed
framework, we compare it with some representa-
tive solutions for dealing with ABSA under low re-
sources. Here, we select two few-shot ABSA solu-
tions (FSGPT (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2022) and FS-
ABSA (Wang et al., 2023c)) and three data augmen-
tation solutions. Table 4 reports the experimental
results. Our framework performs better than all
solutions, achieving the biggest improvement of
22.29% in F1 scores. This suggests that if useful
in-context examples are picked judiciously, solving
few-shot ABSA with the ICL paradigm is a more
promising solution.

4.6. Discussions
Impact of the Number of In-Context Examples.
To investigate the impact of the number of in-context
examples k, we pick four retrieval methods and vary
k from 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 to 16. Figure 2 depicts the exper-
imental results. We can draw two conclusions: (1)
Our framework consistently yields superior results
across varying amounts of in-context examples. In
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Figure 2: Impact of in-context example number.

Rest14 Clothing
P R F1 P R F1

LLaMA-7B
Random 47.73 47.18 47.46 30.82 31.64 31.23
BM25 52.94 55.40 54.14 43.03 46.01 44.47
EPR 48.77 49.77 49.27 36.65 43.08 39.60
Ours 54.86 57.90 56.34 47.13 50.26 48.64
LLaMA-13B
Random 60.02 50.84 55.05 37.86 34.04 35.85
BM25 62.45 58.71 60.52 52.99 49.46 51.16
EPR 60.20 53.52 56.66 48.22 43.35 45.65
Ours 63.93 61.30 62.59 56.69 52.92 54.74
LLaMA-30B
Random 61.91 52.01 56.94 40.83 39.09 39.94
BM25 64.93 60.23 62.49 48.55 49.20 48.87
EPR 64.03 56.47 60.01 45.65 43.35 44.47
Ours 69.33 63.44 66.26 54.41 52.39 53.38

Table 6: Comparative performance (%) of LLaMA
with different sizes when using 4-shot examples.

addition, on the Clothing dataset, the proposed
framework using 2 in-context examples still out-
performs the Random method using 8 ones. This
shows that the quality of retrieved examples is more
important than their quantity. (2) The overall per-
formance generally improves as we increase the
number of retrieved examples, except for after 8
examples on Rest14. This indicates that more in-
context examples may bring more knowledge to
better guide LLMs for inference.

Performance of Using LLaMA with Different
Sizes. In the above experiments, we use LLaMA-
13B as LLM for inference. Thus, a question natu-
rally arises about whether utilizing a larger-scale
LLaMA will improve performance. To answer this
question, we explore the performance of using
LLaMA with different sizes. Here, we vary the size
of LLaMA from 7B to 30B. Table 6 presents the over-
all results. We discover that increasing size tends to
exhibit a substantial performance boost. We spec-
ulate that this is because larger-scale models learn

Rest14 Clothing
P R F1 P R F1

GPT-J-6B
Random 40.38 33.60 36.68 27.29 26.86 27.07
BM25 42.10 40.03 41.04 34.73 32.97 33.83
EPR 44.42 37.35 40.58 24.86 23.93 24.39
Ours 47.76 45.84 46.78 35.40 36.43 35.91
Baichuan 2-7B
Random 40.96 36.46 38.58 22.28 21.27 21.76
BM25 49.49 48.07 48.77 38.52 36.17 37.31
EPR 44.20 40.21 42.11 29.47 27.12 28.25
Ours 55.20 51.20 53.12 37.98 36.17 37.05
ChatGPT
Random 58.76 65.59 61.99 32.45 48.93 39.02
BM25 61.65 70.42 65.74 42.40 57.18 48.69
EPR 62.85 69.25 65.90 38.31 53.19 44.54
Ours 62.21 68.27 65.10 43.39 61.17 50.77

Table 7: Comparative performance (%) of different
LLMs under 2-shot demonstrations.

Rest14 Clothing
P R F1 P R F1

TI-1+DF-1 63.93 61.30 62.59 56.69 52.92 54.74
TI-1+DF-2 63.32 59.24 61.21 55.83 53.45 54.61
TI-2+DF-1 63.85 58.89 61.27 55.84 52.12 53.92
TI-2+DF-2 61.99 58.89 60.40 58.52 54.78 56.59

Table 8: Results (%) under different prompt tem-
plates. TI and DF are shorthand for task instruc-
tions and demonstration formats, respectively.

more valuable semantics and make better use of
ICL (Wei et al., 2023). Moreover, our framework
improves consistently over other retrieval methods
regardless of model sizes.

Effectiveness on Different LLMs. To under-
stand the effectiveness of our framework more
comprehensively, we conduct comparative experi-
ments on LLMs of different categories. Here, we
choose GPT-J-6B (Wang and Komatsuzaki, 2021),
Baichuan 2-7B (Baichuan, 2023), and ChatGPT
(gpt-3.5-turbo, 175B)11 as LLMs for in-context in-
ference. From Table 7, we can conclude that: (1)
Our framework generally achieves the best results,
suggesting that retrieving in-examples from three
perspectives proposed in the paper can facilitate dif-
ferent LLMs to address few-shot ABSA. (2) Random
has the worst results overall. However, surprising
results can be attained when exploiting ChatGPT,
indicating that examples have a slight impact on
performance under super-scale LLMs.

Impact of Prompt Template on Performance.
In the prompt template, task instructions (TI) and
demonstration formats (DF) can affect the perfor-
mance of ICL (Dong et al., 2022). To understand
this point intuitively, we utilize another TI and DF

11 https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/
gpt-3-5

https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
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here and perform combination experiments.12 For
simplicity, we abbreviate them as TI-2 and DF-2,
respectively, and TI and DF in Figure 1 as TI-1
and DF-1, respectively. Table 8 presents the ex-
perimental results. We can find that the extent to
which templates affect performance depends on
the dataset. In addition, the performance fluctuates
more when TI is changed. This is because TI pro-
vides important and explicit guidance on the tasks
that LLM is required to perform.

5. Conclusion

This paper leverages the ICL paradigm to address
few-shot ABSA. To select useful in-context exam-
ples for each test input from the candidate pool,
which can offer informative clues for LLM to pre-
dict aspect-sentiment pairs, we consider three per-
spectives to retrieve examples, i.e., overall se-
mantics, syntactic structure relevance, and aspect-
sentiment semantic. To examine the effectiveness
of this consideration, we conduct extensive ex-
periments on four ABSA datasets. The results
show that our retrieval framework can outperform
some strong competitors. In addition, we perform
some in-depth analyses on in-context examples
and present some insights between performance
and factors, which can shed light on future work.
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